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‘The’ – definite article
Before singular, plural uncountable nouns

Usage
Before unique objects/ group of objects

the earth, the equator, the universe. The sun,   
the moon, the lunar eclipse

Before a noun made definite as a result of being mentioned a 
second before.
I saw a boy and a girl in the garden. The girl was crying  
and the boy looked confused.

Before a noun made definite by the addition of a phrase or clause 
The boy in the garden, the girl in red frock, the \ the teacher with the 
books in his hands
 before a noun representing only one particular thing ( by the 

reason of locality) 
Mother is in the kitchen.( the kitchen of  speaker’s house)
Please pass the salt. 
he crossed the road. 



Before a noun only when it is qualified.
the immortal Shakespeare , Ashoka the great, the great

ashoka the Lord Buddha, The Mahatma Gandhi (the +
adjective+ Noun) (The + noun+ adjective ) (The Adj/
noun+noun)
Before superlatives and ordinals like first, second, last etc. 

used as adjective. The best, the last bench, the first king, the 
second birthday, the prevoious chapter, the former 
president)
 before a singular nouns to represent a class of animals or 

persons.
The elephant is the largest animal on the earth. 
The dog is a faithful animal.



Before names of seas, rivers, group of islands, chains of 
mountains, plural names of countries, deserts, regions etc.

the Indian ocean the red sea, the Alps, the Himalayas, The 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, The United Kingdom, the United 
States of America, the United Arab Emirates, the Republic Of 
Congo. Etc. (Everest. = mountain) (range = the ) the Himalayas, 
The alps    
 before names of consisting of noun +of + noun

the bay of Bengal, The United states of America, the Republic 
of Congo, The United states of Emirates. 
• Before a surname

The Guptas , The Mauryas
• Before the names of buildings, hotels, restaurants, museums, 

theatres, cinemas.
The White House, The President House, The Tajmahal, The 

Alka Motel, The Taj, The Tatas



Before the names of newspapers, and magazines.
The Hindu, the Times of India, the Indian Express. , the 

India Today
Before the names of races, ethnic groups, and 

communities, 
The Sikhs, The Hindus, the Muslims,



 Before the names of the holy books 
( The Geeta, The Mahabharata, The Ramayana, The Quran, The Zend Awesta, The Holy 

Bible)
 Before abbreviations.

the UK, The UAE, The UNICEF, The IMF, The ICICI
 Before the names of inventions. 

The T.V. The radios, the cycle, The mobile, the aero plane etc.
 Before dates. 

He was born on the first of Jan 2011. 



Omission of the 
Before proper nouns.( Rakesh, naresh ,ajya, Aman)
Before abstract nouns( vices, goodness, beauty, love hatred  )
Material nouns iron cobalt , zinc. Copper)
Parts of body  head, mind, palm leg, 
clothings jeans, top, bag, 

Language and branch of knowledge   hindi, English, Urdu, 
Before words .like father mother , uncle, brother
Before the names of games and sports,  ( cricket, football, chess, badminton) 
Before expressions like , all day, by air, by train, by car,
Remember:
• When ‘nature’ means of spirit of creating and motivating the world of plants 

and animals , it is used without ‘the’
If you destroy nature, etc will destroy you.
• When ‘home’ is used alone or placed directly after a verb of motion: the is not 

used.
She is at home. They went home.

 Bed, church, court , hospital, prison , college, /sea, office/ work/ university do 
not take ;the’ before them if they are visited or used for their primary purpose 
for which they are made . 

 I went to Church for pray. 
 I went to the church to check whether it I cleaned or not.
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